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Two-Dimensional Analysis of an
Elastic Layer Coupled to a
Viscous Fluid
A two-dimensional elastohydrodynamic analysis is performed on a system consistin
viscous fluid flowing between a sliding soft layer of finite thickness and a tilted flat p
The behavior of a soft layer subject to a distributed contact pressure is described in d
Green’s functions are obtained for each Fourier coefficient of the distributed app
pressure, utilizing the additive property of linear elasticity theory. The resulting equat
are numerically evaluated for some typical cases. As a function of the contact dimen
calculations are performed for the critical thickness of the layer beyond which the
formed shape essentially resembles that of the layer having an infinite thickness,
case of a uniformly applied pressure. We also investigate the effect of layer thickne
the hydrodynamics, which illustrates that conditions in which the infinite half-space
sumptions can be justified are highly limited. The findings of this paper have d
application to the modeling of chemical mechanical planarization (CMP).
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Introduction
Elastohydrodynamics has become one of the major rese

interests in chemical mechanical planarization~CMP!, which is a
key technology in integrated circuit manufacturing. During CM
material removal is accomplished by pressing a silicon wafer
a relatively soft polyurethane pad flooded with slurry while t
pad is rotated beneath the wafer to impose relative sliding mot
In CMP, Levert et al.@1# found a subambient pressure at the
terface below the wafer, which was a surprising and unexpe
result at that time. Previously, the prevailing view was that
wafer was leviatated above the pad as the classical slider bea
The first mathematical model that successfully explains the e
tence of subambient pressures was presented by Tichy et al@2#.
They included contact mechanics and hydrodynamics in t
model in order to consider the effects of the soft pad coupled w
slurry fluid flow, treating the pad as a semi-infinite medium. It
since becoming accepted that it is important to account for fi
layer thicknesses in CMP mechanical analysis, rather than u
infinite half-space,@3#, or thin beam,@4#, models.

The nonconformal contact stress analysis of two elastic so
in contact was first carried out successfully by Hertz, as descr
in Johnson’s text,@5#, for the case of an infinite half-space. Th
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symmetric elastic layer with a pair of isolated forces having
same values in magnitude but opposite in direction was solved
Sneddon@6# using Fourier transforms, where the problem cou
be translated into the thin layer problem with one face constrai
in the thickness direction and the other subjected to the isola
force. Coker and Filton@7# obtained a solution for the same two
dimensional elastic layer problem by assuming harmonic fu
tions. Hannah@8# later extended the approach to the tw
dimensional elastic layer having two flat faces—one being fix
and the other subjected to prescribed pressures—and solve
problem by assuming the pressure profile to be the sum of
Hertz contact pressure and a series of trigonometic functions. P
welussen and Alblas@9# obtained a series solution for tractions
an elastic layer attached to a substrate under a prescribed in
tation with a rigid surface in a finite domain utilizing the Fouri
transform,@6#. A simple method of attack for the case in which th
layer is indented by a flat rigid punch was proposed by Bar
@10# through the relaxation of the edge condition to allow ze
contact pressure at the edge. Axisymmetric contact problems o
unbounded elastic layer were attacked by Zlatin and Ufliand@11#
for the impression of an elastic cylinder. Goriacheva@12# later
developed a nonlinear theory for an axisymmetric contact as w
as a plane contact on rough surfaces.

For the problem of contact with rough surfaces, several
proaches using integral transforms have been presented. Solu
for the problems of layered half-space indented by a flat ri
indenter were obtained by Shield and Bogy@13# through the for-
mulation using Fourier transforms. A solution procedure using
same integral transforms for layered half-space contact probl
with the materials having various symmetries was proposed
Pindera and Lane@14#. Chekina and Keer@15# investigated a con-
tact problem with discontinuous coatings using Fourier tra
forms. Mao et al.@16# obtained the Von Mises stresses for mul
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layered elastic bodies with rough surfaces using the sa
transform method. Ju and Farris@17# used the fast Fourier trans
form ~FFT! for rough surface contact problems and later Polon
and Keer@18# developed a method to solve rough contact pro
lems using FFTs. More recently Liu and Wang@19# applied the
algorithm of the discrete convolution and FFT~DC-FFT! to solve
the contact stress fields due to surface tractions.

Due to its broad applicability, the finite element method is a
widely used for contact analyses. Kennedy and Ling@20# treated
the elastic and elastic-plastic indentation problem including a
layer on a plastically deformable substrate using the finite elem
method. Montmitonnet et al.@21# used the finite element metho
for the analysis of the indentation problem for a homogene
elastoplastic medium. Wang and Bangert@22# performed a finite
element simulation for the problem of indentation on a coa
substrate. Although the finite element method facilitates comp
tion for a system with complex geometry and even for nonela
materials, the need to mesh the entire domain restricts its usab
to systems with finite boundaries. In many cases, to study con
within a small region, it is instructive to allow boundary cond
tions to extend to infinity. Such conditions are simulated num
cally at considerable expense of efficiency.

In this paper we present a solution to the contact problem
rigid plate on a smooth finite-thickness layer coupled with a fl
flow. We demonstrate the effects of the layer thickness on
behavior of the coupled system by solving an elastohydrodyna
problem that includes an exceptionally soft~compliant! material.
Although such highly compliant behavior is not normally encou
tered in traditional contact mechanics problems with conform
surfaces, it is common in the field of CMP.

Analysis

Elastic Layer. Consider an elastic layer subject to distribut
normal and shear forces at the top surface and fixed at the bo
as depicted in Fig. 1. The coordinate axes are oriented wiy
normal to the major surfaces of the layer, which are aty50 andb;
while x is directed along the axis parallel to the faces. The laye
subject to a distributed normal forceP(x) and shear forceQ(x).
Major assumptions employed in this analysis are the followin

i. The layer obeys isotropic linear elasticity with Young
modulusE and Poisson’s ration.

ii. The layer is infinitely long in bothx andz-directions~plane
strain in z-direction!.

iii. We ignore the contribution to shear displacement comp
nentux due to normal forceP, and touy due toQ. They are
much smaller than the dominant displacement compon
(uy andux , respectively!.

iv. The layer is fixed at the bottom,i.e., ux5uy50 at y50.
v. The effects of body forces are ignored.

Based on the aforementioned assumptions, the governing
ferential equation may be written in the form,@23#,

¹1
2¹1

2F~x,y!50, (1)

where the two-dimensional Laplacian operator¹1
2 is defined as

¹1
25

]2

]x2
~ !1

]2

]y2
~ !, (2)

andF(x,y) is Airy stress function having the following relations

sx5
]2F

]y2
, sy5

]2F

]x2
, sxy52

]2F

]x]y
. (3)

Taking the Fourier transform of the biharmonic Eq.~1!, @6#, we
obtain

¹1
2¹1

2Fxj@F~x,y!#50 (4a)
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F~x,y!5Fxj
21@K~j,y!# (4b)

where the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform
defined, respectively, as

Fxj@ #5E
2`

`

@ #eijxdx (5a)

Fxj
21@ #5

1

2p E
2`

`

@ #e2 ijxdj. (5b)

Johnson’s initial reference to this approach to layer cont
problems,@5#, precipitated the present investigation. Sneddon@6#
has shown that the Fourier components of stresses and the
placements inx-y plane can be obtained in the form

s̃x5
]2

]y2
K~j,y!, s̃y52j2K~j,y!, s̃xy5 ij

]

]y
K~j,y!,

(6)

ũx5 i
~11n!

Ej H ~12n!
]2

]y2
~ !1nj2~ !J K~j,y!, (7)

ũy5
~11n!

E H ~12n!

j2

]3

]y3
~ !1~n22!

]

]y
~ !J K~j,y!. (8)

The superscript tilde~;! denotes Fourier transform quantities.
The Fourier transform of Airy stress function is

K~j,y!5~A1By!e2ujuy1~C1Dy!e1ujuy, (9)

in which A, B, C, andD are arbitrary constants to be determin
from boundary conditions:

H ũx5ũy50 at y50

s̃y5Pj , s̃xy5Qj at y5b
, (10)

wherePj andQj are the Fourier transforms ofP andQ, respec-
tively. As usual, the symboli is a unit imaginary number define
as i 5A21, and only real values are understood for the physi
quantities of stresses and displacements.

It should be noted that the solution form in Eq.~9! is obtained
for pure periodic functions in thex-direction. Waves inx-direction
are much longer than those iny-direction for this configuration.
The complex wave numbers in thex-direction decrease or in
crease very rapidly for a point sufficiently far away from th

Fig. 1 Schematic figure of a two-dimensional layer subject to
distributed forces
MARCH 2004, Vol. 71 Õ 163



f -
origin, @7#. Thus, in this treatment, such wave numbers are sim
ignored even though they lead to different solution forms forK in
Eq. ~9!. Furthermore, taking the inverse Fourier transforms
Eqs.~6!–~8! gives the stresses and the displacements, viz.,
f

t
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or

$sx ,sy ,sxy ,ux ,uy%5Fxj
21@$s̃x ,s̃y ,s̃xy ,ũx ,ũy%#. (11)

From Eqs.~7!, ~8!, and ~10!, the Fourier components of dis
placements aty5b can be obtained in the form
ũx5bn1
i sgn~j!Pj@$m222n2%$cosh~2h!21%22h2#1Qj2n2$m1 sinh~2h!12h%

Eh$2h21m1 cosh~2h!1m2%
, (12)

ũy5bn1
Pj2n2$m1 sinh~2h!22h%2 i sgn~j!Qj@$m222n2%$cosh~2h!21%22h2#

Eh$2h21m1 cosh~2h!1m2%
, (13)
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where

sgn~j!5j/uju, m15324n, m258n2212n15, n6516n
(14)

and the new variable

h5ujub (15)

are introduced for notational convenience. If we ignore the de
mations in thex andy-directions, induced by the normal forcePj
and the shear forceQj , respectively,~assumption~iii !! we have
the reduced Fourier functionsũx and ũy to

ũx5Qj

2b~12n2!

Eh
l~21!, (16)

ũy5Pj

2b~12n2!

Eh
l~11!, (17)

wherel~ ! is an amplitude factor defined as

l~k!5
m1 sinh~2h!22hk

2h21m1 cosh~2h!1m2

. (18)

For a step~Heaviside! function H( ) in the form

u~x!5u0$H~x2x1!2H~x2x2!%, uP$P,Q%, (19)

the Fourier forcing function can readily be calculated as

uj5
iu0~eijx12eijx2!

j
. (20)

Since the Fourier kernel oscillates rapidly for a sufficien
large value of the product of the wave number and the coordin
it is not reasonable to evaluate the integral function value o
certain limits. However, utilizing the behavior ofl~k! in Eq. ~18!
for a largeh, closed forms of the integrals can be obtained witho
having significant errors. From Eqs.~16! and~17!, it can be easily
shown that

lim
h→`

ũx5
2b~12n2!Qj

Eh
, lim

h→`

ũy5
2b~12n2!Pj

Eh
. (21)

Hence, for a sufficiently largez, we obtain ua
`(uju>z) for a

P$x,y% straightforwardly, which are the inverse Fourier tran
forms of Eq.~21!. Substituting Eqs.~18! and ~20! into Eq. ~17!
and taking the inverse Fourier transform in the domainuju<z gives

ua
z 5E

2z

z

ũae2 ijydj, aP$x,y%. (22)

Hence, the final form of the displacement functionua takes the
form

ua5ua
z 1ua

` . (23)
or-

ly
ate,
ver

ut

s-

Although Eq.~23! gives solutions in closed form, the first term
in that equation is evaluated through numerical integration. T
spatial responses of the solutions are very much sensitive to
thickness of the layer. A thinner layer requires a larger value oz;
and thus more time for the numerical integration.

Another approach can be developed by utilizing Green’s fu
tion and the Fourier series expansions of the applied forcesP and
Q. By applying the unit delta~impulse! function for P and Q to
Eqs. ~12! and ~13!, Green’s function forx and y-directional dis-
placements can be easily obtained in the form

Ga~j;s!5
b~12n2!

pEh
l~s!, (24)

wheres51 for a5y, s521 for a5x.
If the forcing functionP ~or Q! can be expressed as a Fouri

series expansion with a period 2l , thex andy-directional displace-
ment Fourier components aty5b can be obtained through the us
of the convolution integral in the form

ũa
~n!~j,x!5E

2 l

l

e2 ij~x2t!eint/ ldt, (25)

ũa~j,x!5 (
n52N

N

Tn
~a!Ga~j!ũa

~n!~j,x!, (26)

where 2N11 is the number of terms in the series andTn
(a) is the

nth Fourier coefficient of the forcing functionP ~or Q! for a spe-
cific coordinatea. Redefining the complex Fourier coefficien
such that

Tn
~a!1T2n

~a!5An
~a! , i~Tn

~a!2T2n
~a!!5Bn

~a! , (27)

and using the Euler identity formula, we can obtain the fin
Fourier displacementsua

(c,0) , ua
(c,n) andua

(s,n) on the top surface of
the layer by taking the integrals of the Fourier displacement co
ponents over the wave numberj.

Once the finite Fourier displacements are obtained, the
placement of the top layer surface under any arbitrary pres
profile can be algebraically determined using the following eq
tion:

ua5A0
~a!ua

~c,0!1(
n51

N

@An
~a!ua

~c,n!1Bn
~a!ua

~s,n!#. (28)

Following the similar steps to the previous derivation ofua
` in Eq.

~23!, the Fourier displacement componentsua
(b,m)(x) in Eq. ~28!

can be obtained in closed form,

ua
~b,m!5ua

~b,m,z!1ua
~b,m,`! , (29)

wherebP$c,s% andm5n for b5s andm50, n for b5c. Note
that the components in Eq.~29! also have singular points forj→0
or np/ l , which yield converged values in such limiting cases. F
Transactions of the ASME
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a uniform pressure in the forcing domain, Eq.~28! reduces to the
first term in the right-hand side. In the infinite half-space case,
corresponding solution in they-direction is,@5#,

uy,Inf5
~12n2!A0

~y!

pE H ~ l 12x!

2
lnS l 12x

l D 2

1
~ l 22x!

2
lnS l 22x

l D 2J
1C, (30)

whereC is a constant to be fixed by the datum chosen for norm
displacement.

We have discussed the layer contact problem with arbitra
distributed forces over the top surface of the layer in some de
because it serves as a simple prototype for the more com
problems we will treat below.

Fluid Layer. The fluid between the rigid plate and the so
layer, using the usual thin film assumptions, obeys the Reyno
equation in the form,@24#,

d

dx S h~x!3
dP~x!

dx D5mVx

dh~x!

dx
, (31)

whereP(x) is the fluid pressure,m is the viscosity of the fluid,Vx
is the relative speed of the plate with respect to the layer andh(x)
is the film thickness defined as the distance between the two
positely facing surfaces of the plate and the layer after defor
tion. The film thickness is obtained in the form

h~x!5d01x tan~a0!1uy~x!. (32)

We now consider two equations: Eq.~29! for a5y and Eq.~31!
~neglecting rubbing friction at the surface, hence the displacem
in x-direction!, with two unknown functionsuy(x) andP(x). Due
to the nonlinear coupled nature of Eqs.~29! and ~31!, we itera-
tively solve the problem to the desired degree of accuracy.

Results and Discussion

Fourier Variables. Based on the theory developed above
compliant layer having finite thickness was numerically evalua
and physically characterized. In this study, we used the symb
mathematical packages Mathematica™,@25#, to derive equations
and the programming language Matlab™,@26#, to evaluate the
resulting equations numerically. For the numerical evaluation,
geometric data and material properties in Table 1 are emplo
unless otherwise noted. We do not reproduce here the complic
expressions forA, B, C, andD of Eq. ~9!.

Effect of Finite Layer Thickness. The first four layer dis-
placements in they-direction under unit Fourier coefficients fo
normal pressures are depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for symme
modes and anti-symmetric modes, respectively. The Fourier s
for pressure are fictitiously expanded to 2l but take the values
within 2 l /2<x< l /2 to remove the possible Gibbs phenomena
the two end points of the pressure profile, which is critical
certain cases, especially when the geometries at both end
important. It is interesting to note that the peculiar edge effe
which are inevitable as long as the underlying theory is line
disappear when the pressure profiles vanish at the two edges

Referring to Eqs.~17! and~18!, we observe that the magnitud
of the layer displacement is mostly determined by the region

Table 1 Geometric data and input parameters for computer
simulation

Symbol Value Symbol Value Symbol Value

l 0.1 m b0 1.25 mm E0 3.0 MPa
n 0.40 m 0.001 Pa-s Vx 0.3 m/s
d0 10 mm a0 20 mrad
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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small wave numbers, thus, is approximately proportional tob(1
2n2)/E for a relatively thin layer (b! l ) and logarithmically in-
creases as the thickness gets larger.

Since the thicker layer deforms more under identical load, s
ing with respect to the layer thickness and material properties
provide a more instructive comparison of the layer behavior.
replace the thickness and Young’s modulus of the layer withb
5mb0 , E5mE0 , where m is a multiplication factor; andb0 , E0
are the original values of the thickness and Young’s modulus
the layer that we choose for this simulation. The comparison
the scaled layer displacements iny direction (uy /b) under a uni-
form unit normal pressure is shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, t
well-known solution for an infinite half-space, Eq.~30!, is also
depicted, in which the displacement is scaled by replacingE
5130E0 and fixing the displacement atx5 l ~or, x52 l ) as zero
for comparison purposes. As noted in this figure, by increasing
layer thickness, thus increasing the multiplication factor m,
layer behavior approaches that of an infinite half-space~denoted
as ‘‘Inf’’ in the figure!.

It is interesting to note that the deformation outside of the
gion subject to pressure is almost antisymmetric with respec
the mean deformation points at edges and the outside bumps
edges move toward the origin as the thickness increases. The

Fig. 2 Deformation of layer for the first four symmetric modes

Fig. 3 Deformation of layer for the first four antisymmetric
modes
MARCH 2004, Vol. 71 Õ 165
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ure indicates that layer displacements for a prescribed pres
shape depend not only on the material properties but also on
thickness of the layer.

The critical layer thickness where the substantial changes o
deformation shapes under a uniform pressure occur can be
tained using Eqs.~17!–~20!. Expanding the hyperbolic terms i
Eq. ~18! in Taylor series to include sufficient terms to retain a
curacy up toh55, and performing the integration for the Hessi
of the resulting equation with respect toj, the last zero crossing
can be calculated as the ratio 2b/ l reduces from a sufficiently
large value~@1!, which represent the critical thicknesses in t
vicinity of which the shapes start to change substantially. T
result of computations reveals that the maximum variation d
not exceed 5% from the unity at the most in a wide range
Poisson’s ratio ofn50 to 0.5. This result is an analytical cons
quence of the finite layer in the thickness direction while infin
in other directions.

It is a well-known fact that the maximum shear occurs alo
the semi-circle with the radiusl /2 for an isotropic infinite half-
space layer under a uniform pressure,@5#. This also implies that
the maximum shear deformation occurs along the contour lin
well, which essentially governs the geometric shape of the de
mation. Thus, to employ the infinite half-space assumptions,
layer should be thicker than at least half of the longest layer
mension of the domain in which the pressure is applied.

Effect of Fluid—Elasticity Interactions—Soft EHL. Figure
5 is a schematic diagram of a rigid plate on a soft sliding la
moving parallel to the layer with a viscous fluid in between. F
the convenience of analysis, we choose the coordinate axesx and

Fig. 4 Comparison of normalized layer deformations under
uniform pressure

Fig. 5 Schematic plot of the moving platen on the pad
166 Õ Vol. 71, MARCH 2004
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y rigidly attached to the moving plate. The relative speed of
plate to the layer is denoted asVx , the length of the plate asl, the
central distance between the plate and the layer before defo
tion as d0 , and the attack angle asa. We analyze the case o
positive values fora, which appears to be the case for CM
inducing negative~suction! pressures. Detailed values for th
simulation are also given in Table 1. These conditions characte
a ‘‘soft’’ elastohydrodynamic problem; the layer deforms due
the fluid pressures, and the resulting deformation defines the
sociated fluid problem again.

The layer deformation is obtained by means of the Fou
transform method with plane-strain assumptions, in which bou
ary conditions appear as mixed conditions; two conditions are
constraint type and the others are of natural type. The calcul
layer deformation is then employed in the Reynolds’ equation
calculate the updated pressure profile.

To make the problem tractable even with a sudden chang
channel height, we use the collocation method along with
pseudo-inverse method. Comparison of fluid film heights acco
ing to layer deformations, which are also induced by the va
tions of fluid pressures, is made in Fig. 6. The correspond
pressure profiles are depicted in Fig. 7. Due to the proper cho

Fig. 6 Comparison of fluid film heights due to layer deforma-
tions induced by fluid pressures

Fig. 7 Comparison of fluid pressures due to layer deformation
Transactions of the ASME
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of scaled elastic modulus of the layer, the mean pressure of
layer does not vary significantly~within 25% of maximum devia-
tion!.

Figures 6 and 7 reveal that the shape of the deformed la
coupled with the fluid flow is changed significantly depending
the thickness of the layer. This is an important factor to consi
when we attack a conformal hydrodynamic problem coupled w
an extremely compliant elastic layer.

As for the polishing process, the global planarization is hig
dependent not only on the contact stress in the dry condition
also on the hydrodynamic behavior, which is a strong function
the channel shape as well. Consequently, the shape of the
under a certain pressure is not just influenced by the magnitud
the pressure itself, but by the geometric configuration and mate
properties such as the layer thickness and Poisson’s ratio in
isotropic elastic case.

Conclusions
Two major interrelated conclusions are reached. First, base

calculations for the case of uniform pressure, we find that fin
layer thickness effects must be considered when the thick
reaches a critical value, which is approximately half of the ma
mum contact dimension. The deformed layer shape is importa
a soft elastohydrodynamic problem in that the channel shape
erns the hydrodynamics significantly, especially when the un
lying film is extremely thin.

Second, we studied a soft elastic layer having a finite thickn
with a moving plate tilted to induce a suction pressure in
confined fluid. Utilizing Green’s functions developed using t
Fourier transform method we obtained Green’s solutions of
placements for each Fourier coefficient expanded to calculate
transfer functions of an arbitrarily distributed pressure. The de
mation of the compliant layer has a profound effect on the co
puted pressures.
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